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ABSTRACT: A helmet is a safety gear for a driver’s head during accident. The 

main role of the helmet is to provide safety to driver’s head. This helmet can 

detect location, detect alcohol, alert family member etc. This smart helmet 

comprising a communication module, switching module, gas sensor, 

microcontroller and rechargeable battery for the safety of driver. If the driver got 

drunk than the gas sensor will detect the condition and it will stop the vehicle 

ignition through switching module and controller. It will also send alert message 

to the family members about driver’s location and alcohol condition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The craze of motorcycles is truly noteworthy at this time, particularly in the 

younger generation. Due to their small rates, multiple variants on the market are 

accessible for the middle class households, because of the harsh contests between 

2-wheelers and durability, they prefer to purchase motors for over 4-wheelers. Due 

to a growing number of motorcyclists, the road malfunctions in our nation are 

growing daily, caused mostly by negligence in the absence of helmets, and also by 

the absence of immediate health care required by the wounded individual. There 

are numerous fatalities. 
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WORKING 

 

In ancient time helmet are made compulsory for the driver for safety purpose but 

most of the people lose their life due to drunk & drive case [1]. Therefore a smart 

helmet designed to detect the driver condition like drunk or not and operated the 

ignition of the vehicle [2]. It’s also alert driver family member about driver’s 

location and alcohol condition [3]. Smart helmet comprises a gas sensor for 

detecting driver drunk or not [4], switching module for operating ignition of the 

vehicle [5] and communication module for alerting family members of the driver 

by sending driver location [6]. Smart helmet function control and process by a 

microcontroller and power supply is given by rechargeable battery[7]. 

 

The following components comprise by the smart helmet are [8]:- 

 Gas sensor [9] 

A gas sensor is attached to the helmet for detecting driver breathe for determining 

alcohol condition. 

 

 Microcontroller [10] 

A microcontroller used in the smart helmet for receiving and processing the data 

from the gas sensor and operate the vehicle ignition. 

 

 Communication module [11] 

A communication module is used to send alert message to driver family members 

phones about driver location and communication between microcontroller and 

switching module. 
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 Switching module 

A switching module is used to turn ON/OFF the ignition of the vehicle accordingly 

the command send by the microcontroller. 

 

RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This smart helmet is design to protect the drunk driver to avoid accident by turning 

OFF the vehicle ignition after detecting alcohol condition from a driver and also 

send alert message to driver’s family member about driver location and alcohol 

condition. 
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